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Abstract: The system log (syslog) files of the E-mail and the DNS cache servers in Kumamoto
University were statistically investigated when receiving a lot of spam mails. The DNS query traffic
between the E-mail and the DNS cache servers increases when many traces of spam and/or junk
mails are found in syslog file of the E-mail server. The DNS query traffic decreases when preventing
access between the E-mail server and the spam/junk transferring SMTP clients. This is because
the DNS query between the DNS and E-mail servers are mainly driven by the SMTP access in the
E-mail server. Therefore, we can detect abnormality of the E-mail server by monitoring the DNS
query traffic from the E-mail server to the DNS server and get access-controlling list by analysis
of the SMTP syslog files.
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1.

Introduction

based IDS against future remote attack on the network
servers, it is of considerable importance to get detailed
profile/information for traffic of network packets like
DNS query packets between a DNS server and a DNS
client.
We previously reported that the number of DNS
query packets, Dq , are predominantly generated from
an E-mail server[16],

It is of considerable importance to keep DNS and Email servers in good working order in computer center
like universities, governmental offices, enterprises, and
so on. It is known that a DNS server provides a host
domain name (A record), an IP address (PTR record),
and mail exchange (MX record) to DNS clients like Email server (SMTP/POP3) and/or WWW browsing
network applications. If the DNS server stops, all of
network applications freeze or crash. From this point,
we need to protect DNS server, firmly.
Intrusion detection system (IDS) is one of attractive solutions to keep security of the network servers[115]. There are two ways of detection of abnormality of
the network servers; one is a pattern-matching with a
signature file (Misuse Intrusion Detection; MID)[4,6],
which employs a database of the remote attacking pattern (to detect abnormality of the network servers),
and the other is directly detection of abnormality of
the network servers (Anomaly Intrusion Detection;
AID)[4-12]. The former frequently needs to update
the signature file because of quick development of
cracking technologies. On the other hand, the latter does not always need to update the signature
files. In order to develop a new useful statistical AID-

Dq

= mS NS + mP NP

(1)

mS

= 2 + kn(1 − q)

(2)

mP

= 1

where NS , NP , and n represent the numbers of SMTP
access, POP3 access, and different domain hosts, respectively, and mS and mP are linear coefficients. The
k value is defined as 2 or 4[17]. Here, a mail-receiving
rate is q = NS (r)/(NS (r) + NS (t)), in which r and t
show the received and the transfered E-mails, respectively. These results show that the DNS access from
the E-mail server is mainly driven by the SMTP access.
In the present paper, we statistically investigated
traffic of the DNS query access between the DNS
server (1DNS)[18] and the E-mail server (1MX)[19].
Observations were performed days when receiving
many SMTP accesses like a denial of service (DoS)
1

attack. We compare both logs of SMTP and POP3
accesses with that of DNS query access and show how
the SMTP access affects the DNS query access. The
present work is our research series of correlation analysis between DNS query packets and SMTP access[16].
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In 1DNS, the BIND-9.2.2 program package have
been employed as a DNS server daemon[20]. The DNS
query packets and their contents have been recorded
by the query logging option (see man named.conf), as
follows:
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Figure 1. Dq − NP vs Nc plot (March 17th, 2003). The
circle point shows a sampling data by ten minutes in the
day (s−1 unit). Correlation coefficient (R2 ) is 0.918
Traffic of SMTP, POP3, and DNS query accesses/s-1

logging {
channel qlog {
syslog local1;
};
category queries { qlog; };
}
In 1MX, the program packages of Postfix-2.0.6[22]
and Qualcomm qpopper-4.0.5[23] were installed as
server daemons of SMTP and POP3, respectively.
The logs of SMTP and POP3 accesses have been
recorded in the syslog file. All of the syslog files are
daily updated by the crond system.
The Dq , Nc , Nf , and NP values are obtained, as
follows: (1) The Dq value is given by the number of
lines of /var/log/qlog/querylog in 1DNS (grep and
wc commands)[24]. (2) The Nc value is as the same
as NS value, which is the number of “connect from”
lines of /var/log/syslog in (1MX) (grep and wc commands). (3) The Nf and NP values were provided
by the numbers of “from=” and “popper” lines of
/var/log/syslog in 1MX, respectively (grep and wc
commands).
In sendmail-8.9.3[25], the syslog file consists mainly
of both “from=” and “to=” lines. This means that
the NS value is defined as
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Figure 2. Traffic of the SMTP, POP3, and DNS query
accesses in March 17th, 2003. The top curve shows DNS
query access, the second curve shows POP3 access, and
the bottom two curves are indicate SMTP accesses where
the thick real and broken curves demonstrate numbers
of “connect from” and “from=” lines, respectively (s−1
unit).

value, as
NS = Nc
Figure 1 illustrates regression analysis between Dq −
NP versus Nc , where Dq , NP and Nc values with sampling by ten minutes of the syslog files (1DNS and
1MX) are used. The data are March 17th, 2003.
In Figure 1, the correlation coefficients (R2 ) is 0.918.
Hence, eq (1) is rewritten as, Dq = 8.8Nc + NP . A
linear function of SMTP access mS (see eq (1)) is 8.8
so that one SMTP access requires DNS query access
in 9 times greater extent than POP3 access in 1MX.
In Figure 2, the Dq curve changes in almost the same
manner as Nc one.
Therefore, the number of “connect from” line in syslog file of E-mail server can be used as the number of
SMTP access NS and these Figures 1 and 2 can be

NS = Nf
However, the syslog of postfix-2.0.6 puts several messages such as “connect from” lines, “from=” lines,
“to=” lines, and the other lines. Especially, the “connect from” line includes an IP address of a SMTP
client and this line also means the beginning of SMTP
access. Therefore, the Nc value is equal to the NS
2
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Figure 3. Mail exchange efficiency and DNS query traffic (unit; day−1 ) between 1DNS and
1MX through March 17th to July 15th, 2003. Solid and dotted lines show mail exchange
efficiency and DNS query traffic, respectively.

used as statistical profiles for the E-mail server
(1MX).

2.2

are not always used for E-mail exchange. Here, we
describe the mail-exchange efficiency MEE as
α=

Signature of SPAM

Nf
Nc

(3)

We can find a lot of lines that include “reject:
RCPT” in syslog files. In the present paper, these
lines can be categorized signature patterns for SPAM
mail, as follows: (1) The Relay access denied line
is printed as a message when preventing the thirdparty-relay. (2) The Recipient address rejected
line means that the pattern of the destination and/or
source E-mail addresses are illegal. (3) The User unknown line is divided into two categories; one is an
simple error mail by a legal sender and the other is
that mail address is generated in a random way by a
SPAM mail sender.

In Figure 3, we plot MEE four months (from March
17th to July 15th, 2003). The MEE curve considerably decreases and increases before holidays and at the
first weekday, respectively. In other words, the local
maximum is every Monday and the local minimum is
every Sunday. These results are easily interpreted in
terms of the situation in university. This is because
all the users of 1MX work well through weekdays,
and several users do on holidays. The MEE values for
normal holiday and weekday are calculated to be 0.550.86 and 0.30-0.40, respectively (March to May, 2003).
Therefore, we employ hereafter the average MEE values of 0.70 and 0.35 as statistical criterions for holiday
and weekday, respectively.

3.

As shown in Figure 3, the DNS query curve changes
in almost same manner with the MEE curve, however, it frequently deviates from the normal situation.
In April 13th, 2003, for instance, the MEE value decreases to 0.21 while the DNS query one increases,
significantly. Moreover, this day is Sunday and the
daily total number of DNS query access is observed to
be 59780 (Usually, about 23000 in a holiday)[16].

3.1

Results and Discussion
SPAM/Junk Mails and DNS query
access

Normally, one SMTP connection leads to do one exchange of E-mail. We can find, however, that the Nc
values frequently become larger than the Nf values
in Figure 2. This means that all SMTP connections
3
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Figure 4. Traffic of total SMTP access and the top SMTP access of the SMTP clients in July
5th, 2003. Both first and third lines indicate the number of the total SMTP access (Nc ) and the
number of “from=” line (Nf ) and the others are the top SMTP accesses of each SMTP clients
A-F (s−1 unit).

This value is about 2.5 times larger than that in the
normal holiday. In the syslog files at this day, the
13523 rejected RCPT lines are observed, which consist
of 13505 User unknown lines, 16 Relay access denied lines, and 2 Recipient address rejected lines,
respectively. These results are interpreted in terms
of recent situations of E-mail servers: One is that the
third party relay and illegally prepared E-mail address
are usually omitted in the recent E-mail servers by a
default configuration. The other is that several Email accounts are removed before this day. In the
User unknown lines, the removed E-mail accounts
are included and unknown IP addresses of the uncertain SMTP clients are taken to be almost the same as
the known IP addresses.

lated to either the SPAM sender or Denial of Service
(DoS) attacker.
As a result, the mail exchange efficiency (MEE) provides important information of abnormality of an Email server: If the MEE value and the DNS query access simultaneously decrease, the E-mail server should
be in a normal situation. However, if the MEE value
decreases while the DNS query access considerably increases, the E-mail server is probably in an abnormal
situation that the E-mail server would be attacked by
the SPAM/Junk mail senders.

3.2

Detecting Strange SMTP Clients

The number of the SMTP access (Nc ) is represented
by the sum of the SMTP access numbers of all the
SMTP clients, Nc (i), as follows
X
Nc =
Nc (i)

Surprisingly, in July 5th, 2003, although the MEE
value is calculated to be 0.11, the daily total number of
DNS query access is given to be 119397 and this value
is 5.0 times abnormally larger than the averaged value
i.e. the E-mail server 1MX works only 11 % normally
in this day. In the syslog file of 1MX at the day, the
32028 rejected RCPT lines are observed, which consist
of 32021 User unknown lines and 7 Relay access
denied lines, respectively. The User unknown lines
consist of a specific E-mail account which takes to be
21132 lines (65 %). These E-mail and IP addresses do
not change through the day so that the E-mail server
1MX is probably attacked by SMTP client that is re-

i

It is worthwhile to compare the Nc curve of 1MX
with several Nc (i) curves. Figure 4 demonstrates
Nc , Nc (A), Nc (B), Nc (C), Nc (D), Nc (E), and Nc (F),
curves through the day, July 5th, 2003, in which the
clients A to F are six top clients of SMTP access in
the day[26].
In Figure 4, we can obtain the following clear results: (1) Although Nc (A) curve takes about a value
4
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Figure 5. Traffic of the DNS query and SMTP accesses through July 9th to 10th, 2003. The
top and the other curves show the DNS query access (1DNS) and the numbers of “connection
from” and “from=” lines in the syslog file of the E-mail server 1MX, respectively (s−1 unit).

of 0.24 s−1 , the five local maximums and the six local minimums of Nc (A) curve take place in almost the
same positions as those of total Nc curve. (2) The
ripple parts of total Nc curve are, however, very similar to those of the Nf curve without the peak parts in
the Nc (A) curve. It is clear that the SMTP access of
client A (Nc (A)) contributes significantly to the total
SMTP access (Nc ) in the E-mail server 1MX at the
day.

3.3

access and to inform the rejected message by SMTP
to SPAM/Junk mail sender (if acceptable).
Firstly, we set “discard” option into the ACL file
in order to stop the mass SMTP access of client A at
July, 5th, 2003. The feature of this option maybe good
for filtering abnormal SMTP access. But the DNS
query access from the E-mail server does not change.
Next, we try “reject” option to set into the ACL file to
stop the access of client A at July 9th 18:30, 2003. We
plot Dq and Nc curves through July 9th-10th, 2003,
as shown in Figure 5. The Nc curve considerably decreases at July 9th 18:30, 2003 (see Figure 5A). Expectedly, the Dq curve gradually decreases upon going
from July 9th 18:30 to July 10th 06:00. Actually, Dq
and MEE values of 1.5 s−1 and 0.38 at July 9th 06:00
change to values of 0.5 s−1 and 0.67, respectively, at
July 10th 06:00. Hence, we understand that the “reject” option is effective to decrease not only the Nc
value but also Dq value.

Filtering Effects and DNS Query
Access

It is well-known that the access control list (ACL)
is one of methods to filter the unfavorable/illegal specific access from the SMTP clients. An ACL table in
the postfix-2.0.6[22] is defined in a main configuration
file (/etc/postfix/main.cf) and it is a text formated
file as follows;
smtp.clients.a
smtp.clients.a

discard
reject

4.

There are two filtering options that can be available
in the ACL file. The “discard” option is to allow
all the access from the SMTP clients but does nothing by faking to have received the SPAM/Junk mails,
silently. The “reject” option is to deny the specific

Concluding Remarks

We statistically investigated system log (syslog) files
of the DNS server (1DNS) and the E-mail server
(1MX) and we obtained several useful informations
for countermeasure against the SPAM/Junk mails.
BIND-9.2.2 and Postfix-2.0.6 has been employed in
5

1DNS and 1MX, respectively[27].

anapolis (2001).

Conclusions presented in this work are summarized
as follows: (1) The number of “connection from” line
(Nc ) in syslog files of 1MX program represents the
number of SMTP access (NS ). The DNS query traffic (Dq ) between 1DNS and 1MX is written as
Dq = mS NS + NP , in which NP and mS are the line
number of POP3 access in the E-mail server and a linear coefficient of SMTP access, respectively. A linear
coefficient mS is calculated to be about 9 in the normal
day (for 1MX). (2) Usually, the number of “from=”
line (Nf ) in syslog file takes almost the same and/or a
little bit smaller than the Nc one. The mail exchange
efficiency (MEE) as α = Nf /Nc , is nearly equal to 1.
The MEE value considerably decreases when receiving
SPAM mails/SMTP-DoS attacks, severely. The MEE
value has an interesting possibility that becomes one
of the indicators to detect abnormality in the E-mail
server. (3) The “reject” option can be useful and effective to stop receiving SPAM mails with the mass
SMTP access since both Dq and Nc values decrease
and the MEE value increases.
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